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CIQssifieds
1.

PERSONALS

CONTACTS'/71 POLISHING &;
Cm;cy Optlcnl Company. 255·8736

CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS; Segovia method.
02/28
Beginners weleome, 266·9291.
SOLUTIONS,
tfn

UNM: B_EHIND CLOSED doorsJ Call the LOBO
news tip hot lin~, 277-5656.
02/24'
PERRY'S PIZZA (across from UNM), WE
oi!LJVER. Call 843-9750. Try our fresh sal<td ancl
slice;~pccials for h1nch.
02127
THE POSH BAOEL is forming a co-ed slow-pitch

:mftballlcam. People intcr(!stcd in joinfng inquire ar
The Posh Bagel on Central, ask for Ed,

6

ONE~ACT

02/28

PLAYS arc readying themselves for

your emotions to feast upon. Come and Immerse
yourself in the comedy and tragedy ofbehtg human--

!iec ''Acts of Passion 11 Mar. 5-8 in UNM's
Experimental Theater.

03/01

ACCURATE
INFORMATION
contraception, .sterilization, abOrtion.

ABOUT
Right to

Ch';JOSC, 294-0171.
04/28
WE HAVE A PURPOSE! It's to give talented UNM
stlldents and staff an outlet for their creative art and
literature-, Bring your submissions NOW to
Conceptions-Southwest, Marron Hall, Rm. 105, 27702/24

5656, Deadline Tuesday Feb. 28,

'

ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL lOc, . American
c!garetics 4Bc, imported cigarettes from 20 nations-custom blended pipe tob~cco's--clgars and Honeyrose
hcrbul cigarettes. Wai!! There's more--Pipe &
Tobncco Rd. t:as jewelry boxes--rainbows,
pnraphcrnalia--celestial seasonings teas and lay-away
plan. Pipe & Tobacco Road, l07B Cornell SE, lh
block UNM. M·F 8:30·6, Sat. 10-5.
03/03
IS NUCI .. EAR POWER THE viable energy
alternative? Or is i( unsafe, endangering mankind
with harmful effects lasting tho'ttsands of years? This
Mond<~Y night the ASUNM Speakers Committee
presents a debate (with audience participalion): 10 1$
Nuclear Power A Vlnhle Alternative?" On the pronuclear side: Westinghou~e engin1:ers Craig
Frederickson & Bruce Wood; opposing them, LINM
Profe5sor Peter Montague & retired Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratories physicist ,Bob Watt.
Admission free, Monday 8 pm in the South Sub
Ballroom.
02/24
DELIVER LUNCH, Cararro's Pizza will deliver
.~andwiches, pizza, su!ads to your desk at lcncll time.
Call268-2300,
03/09
LIVE JAZZ AT NED'S through the Happy
'Hour ... every Friday from 5;30 to 7:30.
02124
DoRMS, IJ:' qYUO'iJ•RE HUNGRY at night give
Cararro's Piun a cull for delivery of i~s famous pizza,
'>andwiches, and salml.s. 268~2300.
03/09
DOUG HALL-- YOU are on my list! T. Y.
MOTHEI~

02/24

EARTH NEWS back i.mtcs discoumcd 10

pcr.cent. Chamisa Bookshop, 266-1229.
02/24
HAPPY BIRTHDAY PATCandalaria. Love always,
02124

Diane.

QA TYPING SERVICE, A complete typing and

editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
' schola~tk-, Clums & tables, 345-212.5.
04129
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM oclcctric) nnd
now 3-minute Passport P.:hotos. No appointment,
268-8515.

trn

EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.
265·1 t64.
03/06

02/28
GUITAR LESSONS OFFERED by guitar major,
Designed to your interest. Sr. Ojeda. 277-2324, 24303/08
6343.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, 821-7905,

03/01

WILL DO YOUR TYPING in my home. 75c a page,
294-6781.
02124
VOLVO REPAIR. REASONABLE. Guaranteed.
Also AKC registered female collie pup, $75.00. Mike,
247-9083.
03/02
PROFESSIONAl

TYPIST.

IBM

Selectric.
Reasonable rates. Guaranteed accuracy, 298-7147.
03/02

4: HOUSING
ONE BLOCK UNM, deluxe one bedroom furnished
apartment. Twin or double beds, $185. Varsity
House, 141 ColumbiaSE.
03/10
NEED ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2 bedroom apt.
$95 a month. Prefer someone in mid-twenties. Call
Tayla, 256-1235.
02/24
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED, campus 1-bdrm,
carpets, pets fit1e, $120. Ca\l 262-1751, Valley
"'Rentals, $30 fee.
02124
AVAILABLE SOON 3-BDRM, minutes to UNM.
Kid<;, pets welcome $210. Call 262-1751, Valley
Rentals, $30 fee,
02124
WANTED .ROOMMATE TO share 2·bdrm
townhouse, FP, poel, sauna. $140 pll1s electricity,
'Cull Steve 277-5155 or 299-86\2.
02/24

SUBSTANTIAL REWARD FOR Japanese Netsuke
doll on black cord. lost 2/16178. Call Francine, 277~
2631 orin Santa Fe 983·7737.
03/03
LOST: SKETCHBOOK AND board 18" X 24 11 •
Rewnrd if returned complete. 299-0628.
02/24
LOST: GREEN CIGARETTE case with ID's. Call
843-6196.
02/24
FIND YOURSELF in th.:: Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
ss
FOUND: TEXAS TECH University class ring at
UNM pool. Claim at Campus Police.
02124
REWARD: MEN'S CHOKER lost Saturday nitc,
February IB, Popejoy Hall. Call Jerry at881-4432.

02/28
FOUND: CHEMISTRY NOTES dass436. Pick up at
Pipe& Tobacco Road, 107B Cornell SE.
03/01

3.

SERVICES

LSAT~MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842·5200.
tfn

TYPING. 1st QUALITY, 883-7787.
EXPERT TYPING. 266-4567.

2/24
02/28

01

Valley
02124
Three

02/Z4

FEMALE ROOMMATE SHARE 2/bdrm apt. 842·
0046.
03/01
4 ROOM APT, air conditioned, $90/month. 2431810.
03/01

5.

FORSALB

LOWEST PR!Cii,., REtoaos .ft..,.11!P<S ••.'N~
Mexico. Natutal Soyn"d,.~.:ontim.lc:f-~ ''..t'ldl~ft,
easy" sale··a116.98 list tP\s, l~<'f\li/~ ~~4.99. Higher list LP's :.ilid..£tl; ~_L.U.
f.
Natural Sound Records and Tapes, 119 Harvard SE
Store Only, across from Hippo Ice Cream.
02124
SINGER FUTURA TOP of the line. Slightly used but
still under warranty. Push button bobbin-winder, has
computcrizds buttonholing. Docs lOO's of fancy
stitches. Regular $800, now Sl50 ca.o;h. 294-87.5.5.
02128
AKC ALASKAN MALAMUTE puppies. Males and
females, 266·7142.
02128
HOMELITE CHAIN SAW. Unclaimed freight,
automatic oiling, brand new, with case, new fac1ory
warranty. Assume paymen1s. 268-4394.
02128
SINGER SEWING MACHINE. Left in lny-nwny,
not claimed, equipped to buuonhole, zig-zag. Older
model. Pay $16 and take machine. 268-4394. 02128
TRADE 1967 VW BUS for comparable Bug. 2424768.
02/24

WATERBED: HEATER, LINER, headboard with
shelves, Frame is large and sturdy on five legs, 25535 II leave message. Best Qffcr.
03/02
MAMIYA C330 TLR camera with BOmm 1"2.8 lens
and grip handle. Also Braun mobe. 242-7145 or 277~
6204. Ask for John.
02127
SMALL MINI SIZE 110 volt dryer. Ideal for student,
$69.95. Call after 5:00pm, 294-3895.
02127
1976 FIAT 131, 5-speeU, low mileage, excellent
condition, many extras. Call Barry 877-788,1. 03/09
COLOR TV FOR LOBO games, 15". Used. $130.
03/02

Caii242·3R85,

1971 LES PAUL REISSUE. Carved gold-top, soapbar pickups. $375 or best offer. Must sell. 345-2988,
02/27
ROSSIGNOL METEOR SKIS !60's. Solomon
bindings, poles. San Marco boots, ·size 6. New, used
02127
only !\Vice. 292-1085,
69-AMC JAVEI.IN, to-mileage PS·I'B·AC 343·V8,

strbng Cnginc, cllerrr·rcd. $1000. Pbone: 247·9369,
02128

6.

EMPLOYMENT

BABYSITTER$ ATTENTION! THE Babysiller
Directory is looking for honest, reliable and
dependable people who would llke to be listed in :!
dty-wtde directory of bnby<>iueri. Call883-8697,
02124

I RAILb(AZERS
A"

RED KIRBY VACUUM Cleaner. Whh aaachmems.
New warranty. Commercial moto~. SS monthly, or

CONTACT ·LENS: 1
••
SPECIAL
$1()- Allergan Kit $3.50

8.

/k;3~

MISCELLANEOUS

• , SPECIAL

•

'

UNM ARTISTS! YOV have the chance m mflkc
Conception~-Southwest

more thnn a literary

magazine. Y011 have a very special chance, don't Jose
it. Bring your art work to Coneeptions~Southwe~t.
Marron Hall Room 105,277-5656. D~::adline Tuesday
Feb.28~

Casey
'

Optical Co.

(nnt dl.mr to Cdut; Rbtvtl lJriiJ!.J

Lomas at W ashjngton.
~::=i-~- -- 255.8736
''

•

J!;KJLLECT!ONl'

Hi kes-~:ru it ion
fiEB 27 1870

02128

HAVE A 3.0 ln 12 hours of History? Join the Phi
Alpha Theta (History Honon1ry Society), MANY
BENEFITS. Phi Alpha Theta Office, Mesv. Vista Hall
2076.
02128

· SPECIAifhe ending of the 34th state
OOLLEfl?il~fatlve session left students the
legacy of a raise in tuition and plans
for a Bernalillo County community
college.

UNM'S SIGMA CHAPTER of Phi Alpha TJ"u:ta will
hold its Annual Initiation Banquet on Saturday,
Man;:h 4, 1978, All members, students, factllty and
starr are invited. Tickets at Phi Alpha Theta Office,
Mesa V!sta Ha112076,
02/24
DO YOliR TTIIN(l in tlle Pcrwr. Corp~. 277-~907,
02/2R

House Bill 2, the appropriations
act, passsed with a 14 per cent hike
in UNM's tuition, despite efforts in
the House and Senate to freeze
tuition at 1977 rates.

PHI ALPHA THETA will m~et on Friday, February
24, 1978 at 3:30 pm in the History Dcpanmcm
Lounge, Mesa Vista Hallll06,
02124

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
part
UNITED Feature Syndicate
45 Garden
Thursday's Puzzle Solved:
Farmer's
structure
concern
4 7 Conjectured
5 Message
48 Help
!~om abroad 49 Deceives
1 0 --~- ~~e
50 Atmospheric
Kmfe
disturbance
1 4 Keep out of 53 The other
stght
side
15 Her~~
54 Perils
1 6 Cruising
58 Itchy feet
17 Maple
61 Mixture
genus
62 Sweeten the
18 Agreeably
kitty
20 Provok~
63 A sense
22 Ex-Bruin
64 v, Lopez'
great.
theme song
2 3 D~elhng
65 No. African
conditions
19 "-- --- might
umt
66 D'!sc harge
44 Unpleasant
24 Schemes
say"
26 On behalf 67 Highway
look
21 She: French
27 Emits piercsign
25 Card game: 46 Storage
area
lng sounds
DOWN
2 words
47 Hotel
30 Coal or gold
26 Makes expatrons
34 T led to the
1 Converse
cited: 2
49 Wet
wharf
2 Cereal grain
words
thoroughly
35 Tortoise's
3
Ancient
27
Clever
50 Enjoyed the
competitor
theaters
28 High card in
pool
36 Ms.
4 Sweat
bridge
51 N.Mex. inMcGraw
5 Beret's rei a- 29 Type face
dian
37 Former
30 Earth inlive
52 Preposition
English
habitant
6 Parcels out
53 National
queen
7 So. Africans 31 Garden
symbol
38 Quebec's
8 King in
tools
55 Coin
neighbor
Shakespeare 32 Existing
receiver
40 Cheat
9
Letter
33 Wrinkled
56 Metric unit:
Slang
10 Fertilizer
35 Baseball
Abbr.
41 Angler's
11 II. wine
feat
57 Kitchen
need
39 Beast of
necessity
42 Playbill list- 1 2 center
Irishman
burden
59 Hwy,
Ing
13 Comedian
40 Sittings
60 Asian holi43 Garment
Danny---42 Weather
day
ACROSS

If the governor signs the act, the
14 per cent hike will be applicable
to UNM, NM Tech and NMSU.
Tuition at Eastern New Mexico
University, Wetern. New Mexico
University
and
Highlands
University will be raised 20 per
cent.

UNM's tuition will go from $132
to $158. Added to the tuition hike
will be the $10 increase in fees from

$128 to $138 a proved last fall by the
Regents. This' will bring the
students' bil fr<?m $260 to $288.
The
Bernaiillo
County
community college was approved
under the provision that the county·
voters support in a referendum the
transfer to the community college,
a portion of the fourmill levy that
supports TV-I.

The vote on the college must be
aft?J?~~L.ln.il<il.: P.l!ln:Utf9.fi.''the
collliJl~AII~ ~MM\1 of
facilities, must have the approval of
the 1979 state legislatue.

I made

in it

! proposal.

from

its original

I

Apodaca had asked that T-Vl's
mission be expanded to include.
The maximum the legislature has academic courses. Rather than
pledged in the purchase of facilities expand the mission, the legislature
approved the creation of a separate
is $6 million.
The college bill must also be college that would offer primarily
signed by the governor, who is academic courses along with some
expected to do so despite changes vocational courses.

!
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Monday. February 27, 1978

Author Rudolfo Anaya has
donated his manuscripts of
"/!_less Me Ultima" and "l:(eart
of Aztlan" to the University of
NIJw
Mexico
Zimmerman
Library.

In Weekend Car Crash

Student Senator Killed
By MILLIE ARVISO
"She was a mother, a student
and an activist all in one," said AI
Hender.son, husband of Elva Rose

Benson, 23, a Navajo student and
ASUNM Senator killed early
Saturday in a two-car collision.
Benson died of internal injuries

when the car in which she was
riding drove through a red light that
police believe was stuck on Carlisle
and Indian School.

ASUNM Formulating
Budget for 26 Groups
News Analysis

,mru.M:Yiynfr

'~·· ·- c · ·

WANTS YOU

Lobos
Met by
Cheering
Throng
Phil Abney autographs a
basketball fo r one of his faithful fans Sunday during a Lobo
homecoming
at
the
Albuquerque International Airport.

Benson was hurled through the
driver's window when the car she
was in was hit on th"e left side. She
was pronounced dead at the scene.
No one else was critically injured.
A private funeral has been
planned by her family at Toadlena,
New Mexico near Shiprock. A
memorial service in her honor has
been planned for Sat., March 4 at
the Shiprock Chapter House.

-~--costs-cof~_coner"tian<=th<>b~~o'-=h~=t.-=>-~.....~- Benson,-!_s,.s_e_llior, was .<l_P<;>!itipaJ
·· ······

LOBO News Editor
This is the time of year when meeting roms in the
SUB are the site of frazzeled nerves, ashtrays heaped
with butts ad coffee stains on shirt cuffs.
This is the time of the year when the ASUNM
president, Finance Committee and Senate begin the
long and drawn out process of drawing up next year's
budget.
President Tom Williams got the ball rolling
Saturday at 8:30a.m. sharp when he began his budget
hearings. Williams is faced with the task of
recommending to the senate who gets what and how
much.
The president is also faced with deciding how to fit
requests totalling $260,863 into a projected 1978·1979
budget of $261,000. If all 26 organizations get what
they want, ASUNM wil be left with $137 to pay
student government expenses. ASUNM received
$31,855 for expenses in 1977-78. ·
The problem is further complicated by the rising

Call fnr low pri~ nn hard.
~nit. ur wmi·\Oh ll'n~t""

HAYA'r SHALOM.

Recorded Message
Phone 2-96·8568

02/24

WORK IN THE Peace Corps, 277-5907.
02128
PART-TIME JOB; Sales, flexible hours, good pay.
Po'i~ible full-time for summer. Call: Phil Franc1yk,
C.l .. U., 883·5360.
03/14
OVERSEAS JO[l.g--Summer/ycar-round. Europe, S.
Amcrirn, Aumnlia, A~iu, Clc. A!l riciU~. $500·$1200
monthly, expenses paid, sight seeing. Free
information. Write: BHP C'o., Box 4490, Dept, NB,
Berkeley, Ca. 94704.
03/10
WORK IN JAPAN! Teach English conversation.No
e"perience, degree, or Japanese requlr~::d. Send long,
stampctl, 5clf-addressed envelope for details. Japan! 58,411 W. Center, Centr<tlia, Wa. 98531.
03/0J
HELP WANTED PART-TIME now, Saturday's n
mu~t. Full-time employment during summer, junior
or senior nmjorlng in business or related field. Must
be bi-lingual, self-molivated anti personable. Prefer
lifc·long New Mexican. Contact Harry Garda,
Harry's Honda Cars, 266-5856 for appoint men!,
02128
BABYSITTER WANTED FOR TWO ~:hildrcn,
Afternoons:, mu~t have car. 881-4123, 6-9 pm. 02127
MAKE. EXCELLENT MONEY part-time-- campus
rcJlrcr,entatiVe needed for easy-to-sell product -- no
gimmicks -~ proven campus winner •• we show you
how. Scud name, addre'lS, phone. number, school,
year of graduation, along with self-addressed
<;tamped envelope to 136 Lakeshore Dr., Marlboro,
Ma. 01752 F.P.lm:.
02124

stone

LOST&FOUND
with
02124.

6812,

FANC'Y 1-BDRM NEWLY furnished,
fircplnce, $75 part utilitie~ paid. Call262-1151,
Rental~. $30 fcc.
2-BDRM APARTMENT. LR, DR, kitchen.
blo&~ to UNM, $190 plus utilities. S43-9liZ.

WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Tired of cooking and

7

D2/l8

WANTED COCKTAIL WAITRESS, nights. Apply
i11 per~on Uncle Nasty's after 8 pm. 44 J 8 Central SE.
02127

cleaning? Need a place to live ror spring term? Come
to the College Inn. 303 Ash N_!!. 243-2881.
02124

Fob.

6030.

FOR RENT LARGE one bedroom furnished
apartment ncar UNM, $185.00 utilities paid. Phone
898.\254 or 266·1997 for appointment to sec. 02/27

·EFFICIENCY $125.00. ONE block from UNM,
utilities, furnished. 255·1676.
03/01

LOST:
BROWN WALLET
identification. 897-0391, Debbie.

196.5 VW SQLIAREBACK, $650. Rebuilt engine. 266-

PUT PYRAMID POWER to work for you with a
1977 DATSUN KINO CAB. Excellent condition,
Pyramid Power Hat. No one knows wh;y pyramid
power works, but it docs. Improve learning ability, 9000 miles. For more information, call 266-5051 or
02127
lcralfl
to
relax ami
energize yourself, · 2G4p1006. A~k for rim Cox.
BIG SALE WRAP-AROUND ~wcaters, excellent for
Instruction/suggestions included. Send 99c p[us two
this weather, Now only $1.50 at California Fashion
13c stamps or $1.25 plus name and address label or
Outlet, 2318 Central SE, across from campus. 266something similar, to CV, Box41171, Chicago60641.

15- NUCLEAR POWER a viable energy alternative?
I-I car and join with 4 of the experts in a special debate
presented by the ASUNM Speakers Committee,
r-.·londay Feb. 27, N pm in the South Sub Ballroom.
Admission free.
02/27

2.

02/28
$69 cosh. 266-5871.
UNCLAIMED LAY-AWAY. Sansui rer;:eivcr, 4-way
speakers, <;af;setle. ree9rder, turntable .. New factory
warranties. Take: over small monthly payments. 26802128
4393.
10 YEAR GUARANTEE. Unclaimed lay-away.
Color television. Brand new guaranlce. No down
payment. Small monthlY payments till baiMec is paid
off. 266-5871,
02128
NO DOWN PAYMENT. One 9nly. Tappan
Microwave Touchmatic, browning element,memory,
adjustable shelves. For more information call 2684394,
'
.02128

l

orgahizatwns.
Only four organizations on the budget, KUNM, the
LOBO, Residence Halls Student Organization
(RHSA) and the Child Care Co-op, are not asking for
an increase in the amount they were given in 1977·78.
Only one group, the ASUNM Duplicating Center is
asking for less money.
This year's process, which may be the most
organized to date, will continue next weekend when
Rick Anaya's finance committee holds its hearings.
Williams and the finance committee will submit
recommendations to the senate who will ultimately
decide on the fate of more than a quarter of a million
dollars.
This money comes from the full-time undergraduate
students, who support student government with a $28
annual fee. With a projected enrollment of23,600 fulltime undergraduate students in the fall and spring of
1978·79, gross student fees will amount to $330,000.
Approximately 20 per cent of that is skimmed off
the top to pay New Mexico Union fees ($16,520) and

ASUNM Senate representallve on
the PIRG board and the Senate
Finance Committee. She was
affiliated with the campus Kiva
Club of the Native American
Studies and worked as an intern
with the Southwest Research and
Information Center under the
Navajo Area School Board
Association from Window Rock,
Arizona.
Graduating from Gallup High
School in 1973, Benson became
active in affairs affecting the Navjo
people. One of the first movements
she became involved in was the
protest and demonstrations at the
Shiprock Public School when the
quality of education for Navajo
stn·~ents was under dispute.

Elva Benson

She later became involved in the
Southwest Indian Development
Inc., in support_ . of Sl!ing toe
"ReSl:T'i'anon. ~me was am~·mvoived
in boycotts of the Indian
Ceremonial traditions being danced
for the public.
After high school, she spent her
freshman year at Yale, then
transferred to UNM campus.
Her sister, Gloria Todachinecy
described her as "very sensitive"
and said whatever she did, she did
for a reason. "She believed in all
people. That they should have good
things without being burdened."
Benson is survived by her 2 year
old daughter, Looya Honaghaanii;
her husband; her mother, Nellie
Benson; her brother, Michael
Benson; her sister and her
grandmother.

World News
Park Com·es 'Home to Testify
By United Press International.
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WASHINGTON - Korean rice
de;;tler Tongsun Park, maintaining
he was "delighted" to be back in
Washington, said Sunday he is
looking forward to bringing out the
"complete truth" about alleged
South Korean efforts to bribe
congressmen.
Park, who will begin telling his
side of an influence-buying story to
Congress Tuesday b~hind closed

I can recollect how things did
happen, I hope we'll come to a
happy ending so that we can move
on to something more positive
which is to enhance the relationship
between two countries that have
been so close."
Park, looking dapper in a suit
and topcoat, told re(lorters:
"I'm delighted to be back and
I'm looking forward to sitting
down with friends in ethics
committees. in both ho11~es now .~hat
agreement has been reached
between the two countries that I
come here and testify."

doors, flew in from Seattle
traveling under an assumed 11amc·
and amid heaVY security.
He was greeted at the Dulles
International Airport by his
Washington attorney, William
Hundley, and a security force that
quickly whisked him away to an
undisclosed destination.
"I want to assure you that I'll do
my level best and once and for all
we can get down to the bottom of
everything so the complete truth
will come out," the 42-year old
millionaire told reporters in a brief
statement.
"I hope that as a result of my
~~~my side of
as well

Prior to talking with American "I think so."
newsmen he answered a few
He said he understood the
questions for Korean reporters in Korean people were worried about
Korean, telling them he was at first . the scandal and tlie effects it is
a bit uncomfortable under heavy having on U.S. relations with the
security by the FBI and U.S. Seoul government.
Marshal Service. ·
He asked the· Korean media to
Patk said, "I am not a VIP but I tell the people that he was "very
understand the heavy security for sorry" and that he is doil)g the best
my safety."
for the Koreans by testifying before
Asked by a Korean newsman if Congress,
he thought his testimony would
Park also was asked how it felt to
mark the end of the scandal to be back in Washington, where he
influence U.S. ecnnomic and owned
two
mansions and
military policy with payoffs and previously entertained high officials
favors for congress~""· D~rk said at a posh Georgetown nightclub.

I'.

Both Areas Evacuated

Acareer in law-

withoutlaw school.
What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?
Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an
undergraduate education and a challenging, responsible
career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do work traditionally done by lawyers,
Three months of intensive training can give you the
skills-the courses are taught by lawyers. You choose
one of the seven courses offered-choose the city in
which you want to work.
P'"'""u rrrtJT1'f" ura" ..::,uuu· yt t~u'ut~tGl:; 11ilaw ifrnis'·oat'rKs:
and corpora lions in over 80 cities.
'
'
If you are a senior of high academic standing and are
interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant, we'd like
to meet you.

u ...............

G WASHI_NGTON- The body of
en ..Dame] James was carried to
Washmgto? Su~da~ aboard an Air
Force Pres!~enttal Jet, a symbol of
how the m1iltary .has changed sicne
~he days black Pll?ts could_not fly
mt he same formatmn as whites.

We will visit your campus on:

Friday, March 3

The Institute for
Paralegal Training

James, the first black to win four
stars, died Saturday at age 58. He
had retired a few weeks earlier as
chief of the Air Force's North
American Air Defense Command
after a mild heart attack.

235 South 17th Street, Phrladelphoa, Pennsylvania 19103
(215) 732-6600
Operated by Para-Legal, Inc

•
•
:

Use of dry mounting press Is absolutely FREE 1
Dry mount materials avail ble for pun:hase or
bring your own
1/ Current Student or Teacher I. D. required
21 Call us for time and reservation.
3/ To give everyone time, use must be limited to 30 min.
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PICTURE FRAMING I AEADY·MADE F'RAMES t FRAMING SUPPLIES
3008 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87106 • 25S.3239

Pizza By The Slice
Always Ready
WE DELIVER
2004 Central S.E. 843·9750

rupturing a chlorine tank car early Sunday and
sending a cloud of lethal fumes billowing over a
sleeping farm community.
Andy McKenzie, chief investigator of the' Bay
County Sheriff's Department, said eight people died in
the accident and 41 others were hospitalized.
The derailment of the Atlanta and St. Andrews Bay
Railroad train forced officials to evacuate I ,000
rei dents within a three-mite r:~dius of the Florida·
panhandle community of Youngstown.
Seven of the victims died shortly after the pre-dawn
accident. The eighth- an unidentified female- was
spotted by a helicopter late Sunday afternoon near the
accident scene.
At least 88 persons were treated and released at area
hospitals after inhaling chlorine gas. Nine of the 41
persons hospitalized were listed in critical condition.
Engineer Ray Shores, 58, of Panama City said the
50-car train was cnroute from Dothan, Ala., to
Panama City when it derailed about 3 a.m. EST,
piling
up 17 cars only 200 yards from U.S. 231
a
major North-South Highway:
,• - ~

forced the Army and Air Force to
recognize their existence.
They walked into all-white
of1cers' clubs and demanded
service .. The clubs closed. They
were transferred to the Jim Crow
South, where they were barred
from leaving base in uniform
because white troops might have to
salute them.

t

"Chappie"' James was a big
man - 6 foot 4 with a large
personality. He was one of the
small group of black fliers who

"I am a worker," said Rupeau
shyly in his accent of the French
seacoast of Brittany.
"I defend the workers. I will vote
socialist."

lf,lf,lf ·······
The lobos Win The WAC
Follow Them_ To Tempe.
Charter Bus
Game Ticket
Lunch

March 11

Sports Tours
Phone Reservations Accepted

247-0126
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James never let it question his
patriotism.
In the Pentagon is a portrait of
James standing before an F·4 at
Ubon, Thailand. On it he wrote:
"I fought in three wars and three
more wouldn't be too many to
defend my country. I love America
and as she has weaknesses .:Jr ills,
I'll hold her hand."

Parisian Worker
To Vote Socialist

One of the jets from the fleet.
PARIS Leon Rupeu,. 45,
used for the Pres.i.ent.. was sent t6. · pulled thighhigh ~ubqer boots over
carry ; the general;s body ·from his workers' blue coveralls, slung a
Colorado Springs io -Washington~
waterproof lamp over his arm and
where he is to be bt.iri<;d at midweek
set off for his daily descent into the
ar Arlington National Ccmetary.
damp, putrid, narrow tunnels
under Paris to clean the ·sewers.

r-················-•
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A pre-health club for students
interested in areas of health, such as
dentistry and veterinary medicine
that require professional school~
New Mexico does not have has been
forn;ed, said Arts and Sciences
Adv1sor Tom Venardos.
The club has 80 members signed
up, said Venardos. It has a 10member board and various
subcommittees. The subcommittees
are involved with helping minorities
an_d women in health fields, blood
dnves and community projects.
The club also has a tutorial
program to help students in
biology, chemistry and other areas
of studv. said Venardos.
The club meets the first and third
Monday of each month from 8 to
10 p.m. in Mitchell Hall 120. Dues
are $2.00 per semester.

Black Pilot Equal· in Death

Contact your placement office for an interview wlth our
representative.

: use our
: dry mount
•:
press.
5 ifs FREE!·

Club
Forms

·PERRY'S PI

Trains Derail, Leak Gases

CADES, Tenn. - Twenty-five cars of an IllinoisCentral Gulf freight train derailed Sunday, forcing the
evacuation of residents within a one mile area because
of a leaking tanker filled with caustic lye.
Robert O'Brien, director of corporate relations for
the railroad in Chicago, said the I Ol-ear train derailed
on a trestle 2 112 miLes from this small west Tennessee
town at 3:15 p.m.
Civil defense officials ordered the evacuation of
about 250 residents near the communities of Cades
and Idlewild after a nauseating odor from the leaking
tanker filled the air.
'
The derailment took place about 60 miles west of
Waverly, Tenn., where 10 persons died following an
explosion of a railroad propane tank car Friday.
O'Brien said the train was en route from Memphis
to Jackson when the derailment occurred.
"There is only one car that is presenting a problem
at the time," O'Brien said, "That is a tanker carrying
lye. lt is leaking. We just don't.know to what extent."
In Younrrstown
Fla.UIUU
a freieht
train derailed so
~UJ uR> ...... Ei .. 1......... 1
l ~iiUW WUUL Jlappenea·.

Burgess
Presents
ESP Action

By CHRIS LOVE
"
LOBO Staff Writer
I have a standing ~ffer of $10,000 which 1 will pay to anyone who can
prove t~at I use either confederates in the audience, or advance
mformat10n for my performances," Russ Burgess said.
ThSo ~ega~ an evening of psychic entertainment in Popejoy Hall on
urs ay mg~t. Called, "ESP in Action," Burgess presented a progra:U of
f eats
of the mmd.
Burg7ss read th_e minds of several members of the audience, picking their.
names froi_D.the ~1r, and answering questions never asked aloud.
He qu~hfted h1s act by saying "I can't read everyone's mind but
else can etther."
• . no one
B~rgcss called on m~mbers of the audience to pick a card from a desk to
o_btam a number which was the sum of three th~ee-diget numbers rando~l
g1\en. The entertainmen~ committee brought a copy of the Albuquerqu~
Tnbune for Thursday, with the front page headline turned out
. Burgess had mailed an envelope a week ago, which predi~ted the card
p1cked, the number, and the headline. He matched the card and the
nui_Dber exactly. The headline he predicted read "Committee Backs Strict
Stnngs ~n Sta~e Funded Abortions." The actual headline read "Panel
Backs Stnct Stnngs On Abortion."
!~stead of u~ilizing the final portion of his act as a question and answer
penod,' Bu~gess· performed. hypnosis on IS members of the audience.
The subJects :were made t.o feel temperatures which ranged from cold to
hot. They expenenced emotmns from tears to laughter.
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Rupeau is among the 31 million
voters who will cluster into polling
places around France March 12 and
19 to cast qa,llots for legislative
elections.
··
The left plan for retirement for
men at 60 does not interest him. He
can quit at age 50 on 60 percent of
his salary anyway because he has
what is officially considered a
hardship job.
For 16 years he has been pulling
filth out of drain pipes, suffering
injuries from needles tossed down
toilets by hospitals and chemicals
thrown into sewers by factories. He
makes $600 a month plus 12 cents
for
each
rat
he
kills.
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8524/ntlisn School NE
3920 Cenfrg/ SE

6301 Me1111ul NE

Clnm Dinner
J1.59
Clams, french fries, and cole slaw

1:

exoires mo.rch 5, 1978

Dairy Queen* braziec
has it all
Food and Dessert

Regular Size
SUNDAES
for the price of one
With this coupon
Valid only at 2300 Central or 12th & 1-40
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Play-by-Play

Monday, F.eb. 27

Leather Balls

7:30 p.m. - Can the Market
Sustain an Ethic?: First in a three
part series of talks given at the U.
of Chicago. Tonight's program is
titled "Ethical and Economic
Consequences of Regulation in the
Marketplace.''
6:30 p.m. An hour of

by p.M. Flynn
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Our Condolences

i

;' ~

We were deeply saddened to learn of the death of UNM student Elva .
Benson during the weekend.
The death of any young person is tragic, but the death of Ms. Benson
was even more tragic considering the. tremendous potential she
displayed as an ASUNM senator.
We are certain we speak for the entire University commu·nity in
expressing our condolences to the family of Ms. ·Benson.

I

i
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Editorial

A Long Hand
Gallows humor returned to the citizens of New Mexico this week
when they read of Gas Company of New Mexico's plan to ask for a rate
increase.
.
.
· b
The reason the gas company is asking for a rate mcrease IS ~cause
this has been a mild winter and consumers haven't been hogging the
gas. In other words, because we've been lowering our thermost~ts and
doing all those other things the giJS comp?ny tells us to do so we II save
energy, now we'll have to pay more for usmg less.
WAIT A SECOND! AREN'T WE SUPPOSED to be rewarded when
we save energy? If rate hikes are a reward, we can't wait to see the
punishment.
.
The gallows humor comes in because we. c~n only Sl~ back and laugh
while the good old public utility wants to slip 1ts hand Into our pockets
again.
'
h
•
d
The gas company wants the rate increase because they aven t ma e
a big enough profit as gas sales have dwindled.
Somehow that logic doesn't make sense to us. In an economy
following the laws of supply and demand, as the demand decrease~,
the price is supposed to follow. We're certain the gas company will
offer a song-and-dance about not having enough money to explore f?r
new gas in the not-so-mild winters. While this argum~nt h~s a c:erta1n
validity it leads us to another question. If we keep hav1ng m1ld Winters,
does this mean we'll have to keep paying more for gas.
.
IF THAT'S THE CASE, we're going to move back East where 1f they
raise the rates on us, at least we can say we're using it.

Financial Pinch
With each passing day, the
financial problems of the UNM student government become more and
more apparent.
Last week, we reported that after bailing out a couple of groups, the
ASUNM Senate had mere $6 left for the semester and there were more
groups knocking at the door asking for an appropriation.
During this weekend's presidential budget hearings, groups asking
for more money or large amounts, met the same response every time,
"We just haven't got that much money to give out."
THESE EVENTS POINT TO A GROWING PROBLEM not only at
UNM, but nation-wide.
The number of students taking a full load and paying $14 ASUNM
activity fee is decreasing. Yet the number of students attending classes
on a part-time basis is increasing faster than the full-timer rate is
decreasing. The end result is more people wanting more money from a
smaller pot. In other words, a huge financial crush.
The only equitable solution to this financial mess that we can find is
to hit part-time students with some kind of activity fee. This idea has
been mentioned in the senate previously and ASUNM President Tom
Williams is planning to meet with UNM officials who were well aware of
this impending situation' several years ago as they viewed the nationwide trends. Unfortunately for the students, the administration took no
action that could have prevented this situation and now the students
are getting the shaft again. Budgets and services will be reduced and
students will suffer.
NOW IS THE TIME FOR A REAL STUDENT LEADER to step
forth and get this problem moving toward a solution.
We think part-timers will agree that the present situation allowing
them to receive ASUNM benefits for which they pay no fees is unfair.
Students must show their power now and the present unfair situation
is the perfect cherry to be plucked.
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Useful Underground
Editor:
•
Our informants tell us that ther.e are some of you out there that are
dissatisfied with the parking situation in and around your campus. Well,
we want to bring to your attention the usefulness of the vast
underground catacombs beneath your very feet. These catacombs,
although narrow in places, expand into large chambers suitable for the
temporary storage of the great number of vehicles that already
overcrowd the present parking facilities.
As a bit of background history, these catacombs were constructed
by the invading Mayans in one of their colonizing expeditions. This took
place around the year 237 A.D. according to the calender stones that
still survive in the main vaults. Once a storehouse for ancient treasures,
it sat forgotten until Spanish settlers discovered these tombs in the
---•·.· 10•L.. - ........ _.-,.. - ..... u ... ~u
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neor the river to the

west that grew and flourished to become what is now, the crossroads
of the southwest; Albuquerque. The reasons for locating the University
of New Mexico directly on top of these priceless historical remains will
be discussed in a future editorial, along with other astounding facts that
'are only recently coming to light.
Onray DuRayt, League of Ameronne

up."
I had him on this one. I said, "But, Red, there's that kind of stuff in lots
of sports."
·
"Yeah, but in rugby you pretend to love the guy whose head you just
ripped off. And the more you, yourself, get beat up the more fun it is. The
whole thing boils down to this: rugby is rotting the core of our youth."
· I hung up on Red that time. I just couldn't take it any more. Later. .

Sneakit Pastern
Editor:
.
Recently, the UNM Campus Planning Committee sa1d a
recommendation to end all free parking around campus would be
presented to the Regents for their approval .. 1 thought it would. be
interesting to ask a member of the committee about upcommg
increases around campus. I was unable to find a member, apparently
they were ali out ·moving their cars but l_di? ma~age to find an aide, Mr.
Sneakit Pastern, and he consented to th1s 1nterv1ew:
Myself: Are there any new plans to raise money on campus?
Pastern: Yes, we're putting the finishing touches on a new plan for
campus sitting permits.
Myself: Sitting permits?
. .
.
Pastern: Yes, these permits will allow students to Sit m class or m
various locations around campus. Seats will be reserved for a student in
his class on a first-come first-served arrangement.
Myself: How will your plan work?
.
.
Pastern: Well, very simply, we'll have different sitting areas m the
classroom the front two rows being Area A sitting, the next three rows
will be Are~ B sitting, the next five rows will be Area C sitting, and so on
to the end of the room until we get to 'S' or standing permits at the
back of the room for those who constantly come late but these last
ones will be very difficult to obtain. We don't want to encourage
tardiness.
Myself: What if someone takes your spot?
Pastern: We'll have meter maides going in and out of class to see that
no cheating is going on and they will be giving out tickets to violators.
.
. . .
.
Myself: How will they know who sits where?
Pastern: A decal will be issued and a student can e1ther glue 1t to hiS
forehead or clip it to his ear.
Myself: Don't you think most students will disregard any ticket he
gets?
.
Pastern: We're not worried. The City of Albuquerque will be
collecting the fines. Later we hope to get our fair share of these
revenues.
Myself: Will there be any free sitting areas?
.
Pastern: Perhaps we'll have free sitting on the west s1de but more
than likely it'll be metered sitting.
Myself: Meters? You'll have meters?
Pastern: Yes but these are focused more towards vendors, visitors,
and others from outside the university community.
Myself: How much will all this cost?
Pastern: $36 for the year for students and up to $96 for faculty and
staff.

By D. M. FLYNN
l witnessed an unusual phenomenon the other day. I was given the
dubious honor of attending a Rugby party for the visiting Wyoming team.
• Ruggers are a stragne breed. All of them will tell you, ad naaseum, how
they belong to an international brotherhood that condones beating the hell
out of one another. I suppose that relationship is similar· to that of most
brothers.
There were so many incidents !\t the party, all of which, so I've been
'told, are typical of these receptions. At one point the Wyoming squad did
the predictable thing: they dropped their drawers and began singing filthy
songs that sounded like a D. H. Lawrence lexicon.
The songs, and the drinking, continued while the Wyoming squad
walked around and tried to make time with our women. Some, I was told,
met with reasonable success.
· More peculiar was the new dance craze, which these leathery types
picked up on the Gong Show last week, called "the worm." This dance,
which a child of five could do, involves intricate movements by the
participants in which they imitate the lowly worm.
,
When dancing "the worm" there are no steps, since the participants are
supine. About 15 men took part in "the wo;m" with an occasional female
participant being dragged in by her ankles. Needless to say, the dance
stressed bodily contact, much like that found on the rugby field during the
"serum" or whatever it is they call it when they kick each bloody.
Ruggers are also strange in the way they carry their wounds. Like a red
badge of courage, a rugger will proudly point to a six-inch gash across his
forehead and give out a friendly "yuk, ynk." Brothers will be brothers I
guess.
The whole thing seemed totally alien to me, so 1 decided to call upon Big
Red for an explanation. As soon as I told him the details, he repeated, Of!ce
again, that 1 had missed the point.
"Rugby is. a communist plot," he told me. After I picked my jaw off the
floor, 1 asked for details.
·
"Rugby is a communist plot?"
"Is there something wrong with this phone? I told' you that already," he
said. I paused because I knew he would continue his earth-shattering
revelation.
"You see, Flynn, the commies are trying to cause the downfall of the
free world through obsequious means."
"Obsequious means?" 1. wasn't sure Red knew what he was talking
about.
"I know what obsequious means," he said. "Let me contmue. See, the
commies don't want to~be obvious about what they're trying to do. They
infiltrate lots of places. Boy I could tell you about organizations, like the
. parking subcommittee, that are really commie pinko fronts."
"Rugby," I reminded him.
"Like I said it's a commie plot. They get a few guys who are really great
on public relations. They teach 'em how to play rugby and tell the P.R.
men to go to U.S. universities to instigate this grid iron violence."
"Then what," I asked.
"Don't you see, you dope, they get all our fine college kids ou.t there on·
tfiCJTeloa'ii'd:"Usihg rugby as 'a"pretense; get "fhe' boys to beat bnc·ancither····

'
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Jamaican music.
9 p.m. - Raices y conci!!ncia del
puel!lo: Latin music und interviews
on current issues.
KUNM News at 9 a.m. & 5 p.m.
UP! News at I, 6, 8, I I a.m., I
and 9 p.m.
Sports at 3 p.m.
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Andrus Uses Horrible Word
WASHINGTON
(UP!)
English is his native language, but
apparently Interior Secretary Cecil
Andrus speaks "government"
almost as well.
Many top interior officials will be
helping
"prioritize"
the
department's tasks, Andrus told a
house subcommittee, barely a year
after President Carter told cabinet
officials to use plain English instead
of government lingo.
Andrus, former governor of
Idaho, spoke repeatedly of the

90.1

c:l

"prioritizing"
and
"prioritization." But lhcn he, too,
ran into diiTiculty.
"When the prizor. .. " Andrus
began.
He started up again. "When the
priroz ... the pritori. .. ''
Rep. Sidney Yates, D-111,
interrupted.
"It's a horrible word anyway,"
he said. "I hope you do not use it
that much when you speak with the
president. It's a terrible word."

RAI[b(AZERS
WANTS
YOU!
Help build UNM spirit and tradition- Join Trailblazers
Want to be a leader? Join Trailblazers and become a leader in developing spirit and
traditions that will live long at UNM.
, -:rf'allblazor.q...~ft'llo.-rtbor-o-.~Ul bo .-u~-=.o.l .1-..-oJ., -•-•·- .u... aa•
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student recruitment programs. Trailblazers will organize a wide variety of spirit activities, in·
eluding pep rallies and card stunts at games and they will be _the student steering committee
for Homecoming.
Trailblazers members will be selected soon, so apply now. Complete the attached ap·
plication form and send it to the Alumni Office, Student Union Building. Application deadline
is March 10, 1978.

.

------------------------------ Application Form

N

-------------------------------

1. Name ________________________________________
2. Age _____

3. Sex ____

4. Class standing {circle one)

~.-

SR JR SOPH

FR

5. Local address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

6. Permanent address _ _ _ _....:._______________________

IS.

a!!iLL.,

'11] YliAH? Gl/ESS WHO's
REPLACING

2J

HIM'?

I

13EE .. I
0/JNNO,
MORT..

\

7. Local phone _ _ _ _ _ _ __

8. Grade point average _ _ __

9. Academic major

10. Academic minor-------·----

11. Hours currently enrolled
12. Year of high s~hool graduation
13. Current and expected major time commlttments (ex. band, ROTC, student teaching):

7RIJSTME/

Student Council for Exceptional Children will meet today at 7:30 P·!ll· in
SUB Room 231 D and E.

c. ______

Jack Goodman, from the Public Service Company of New Mexico, w!ll
speak on modern fossil fuel power plants Tuesday, Feb. 28 at 2 p.m. Ill
Farris Engineering Center, Room 303.
The AlbtHJUCrque Men's Resource Group/Feminist Alliance will. meet
Tuesday, Feb. 28 at 8 p.m. at the Alrernative Community Center, Girard
and Central SE, Room 108.
Student Chapter of the American Society of Personnel Adminstrution
will feature a panel or personnel administrators from Albuquerque
National Bank at this Tuesday, Feb. 28 mec1ing at 7 p.m., B&AS 122.

tllSIAJORJ'H
8/JNI<ER IJSED
70 GeTEifEK'II-/

THING f/?OM

M&!
r

•

by Garry Trudeau

a.-·--·
b. _____________________________

Robert Gwathmey New York oil painter and serigrapher, will show
slides and speak on his work Tuesday, Feb. 28, at 8 p.m. in Fine Arts
Center, Room 2018.
Ann Shapiro, from the University of Colorado at Boulder, will speak on
"Hearts and Hands (Quilting and Personal Expression)" Tuesday, Feb. 28
at 4 p.m. in Fine Arts Center, Room 20)8.

PHREOOY,

Myself: Next you'll be charging us to walk.
Pastern: Say, thatisan idea. Wecouldhavedifferentlanesand ...
Clyde James Aragon

Dr. Linda Bunker, from the University of Virginia, will speak on
"Performance Capabilities of Women in Sport," 'today at I p.m. in
Johnson Gymnasium, Room 154.

All (;reek women- scholar; hips arc available from Albuquerque Cily
Panhellenic. Applications arc available from Karen Abraham in SUB
Room 106 and arc due April t.
. .
. .
Mortar Board, the senior honor sodcty, is making sclect1ons from Junr?r
students with at least a 3.0 averag.c. 1:1ea~c contact the Dean of Students Ill
Mesa Vista Hall, Room 1176 for npp!lcat1uns.
Al'fitmniivc Action Ofl'i~c Phone mlmhcr dnmg.cd to 277-5251.

d.-

----·-

--·----

--

e.------f. - · - ·-·----··-

14. Are you currently employed? _ .. _
Yes

~-

If yes, how many hours per week? _______ _

15. Work experience:-------- ____
. ____ ··---

----- ---- -

-

---

16. Present and past high school, campus, and community organizational membership and offices held

(include dates):_------·--

17. Describe briefly one activity in which you think the Trailblazers can help the Ur.ivers1ly of New Mex1co.

------------------------------------~-=---·
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LOBO

ASUNM Finance Committee members review budget requests from 26 UNM organizations.
I

available, and a general governmental budget of
$47,200 for Public Interest Research Grop (PIRG).
approximately $30,000, Williams said he will be
Vying for· the remaining $261,345 are 26 recommending budget cuts to all the organizations.
organizations. The organizations and their requests
Williams added that the Duplicating Center,
are as follows: KUNM ($58,000), Cultural Committee NCHO, the Child Care Co-op and Lobby Committee
($25.,900), Film Committee ($6,876), Student Veterans budgets will "probably" not be cut in his
Associati·on ($6,517), Poetry Series ($2,600), recommendation.
Duplicating Center ($1,078), ASA Gallery ($1,850),
Groups that may overlap in their services, such as
Resident Halls Student Association ($3,500), Black those that provide tutorial programs, recruitment and
Student Union ($8,093), National Organization for the secretarial work, may be consolidated, he said.
Reform of Marijuana Laws ($1 ,775), Child Care Co- Williams is planning on hiring another full time
op ($21 ,500), National Chicano !?eallh Organization secretary to be responsible for the office work of
($4,907), Speakers Committee ($15 ,61 0), International several ASUNM funded organizations in order to save
Center ($18,134), ATM Business Cl\)b ($3,001), Crafts money,
In reviewing budget requsts, Williams and his
Center ($5,764), Student Council for Exceptional
Children ($579), Student Nurses Association/Nursing borad, Mario Ortiz, Treasurer Roger Gonzalez,
Student Council ($1 ,400), Kiva Club ($10,756), Agora Attorney General Wade Moody and Vice President
($7,660), Disabled on Campus ($675), IFC- Dave Garcia, will "try to determine if (an
Pan hellenic ($2,500), Student Daytime Activities organization's request is.really legitimate."
($7 ,000) and the Lobby Committee ($2,057).
Williams will make his recommendations public
With requests almost meeting the amount of money later this ~eek.
lcont.f,om ••oe .,,

Student Activities A ·
Presents
~~~

VIDEO TAPES
The man Who
Skied Down Everest
Feb. 27.mo.r. 5
10-3 pm DQJiy
In mean Lounge In Thl!' H.E. (otniH OfTh" Sub
Acto•• From Prontoa
An RSUNffi/Stucf•nt Act!v'ltl•a Production

By JOHN CHADWICK
LOBO Staff Writer
Fighting nuclear poy;er, planning for sun day and tenant organizing
were some of the topics covered in workshops held Saturday and Sunday as
part of a Public Interest Reseach Group (PIRG) regional conference.
Plans for a sun day to be held in Albuquerque May 3 were discussed by
David Miller ofNMPIRG.
Sun Day, Miller said, is being put on to increase the awareness of the
public in the area of solar power as an alternative source of energy.
Miller said the emphasis of sun day will be to show what a person can do
himself with a small capital investment to save money and energy.
How to effectively fight nuclear power was the topic of one of the
workshops held Saturday.
"Miles Friedman of the San Diego, Calif, PIRG told of their fight against
the Sun Desert nuclear power plant 60 miles from the southern California
city.
Friedman said, "PIRG's must do a risk analysis before taking on a
particular issue," to see the possible impact their action may have.
John Leibendorfer of the Southwest Research and Information Center
told conferees to "find a back door," rather than try to challenge the
power plant out right.
James Feeney, formerly with NMPIRG and former lobbyist for them,
said an appropriate approach in fighting a p01ver plant or a waste
disposable site is "to educate people about the project then inform them
about what is going on."
Helen Lopez of the Albuquerque Legal Aid society led a workshop on
the role ofPIRG giving advice about landlord and tenant problems.
The main topic in the workshop centered on the use of tenant
organizing.
Ms. Lopez said, "Tenant organizing has the most punch. You have
numbers which is what makes it effective."

Organization of American States
has said the United States stands to
gain global stature by ratification
of the proposed Panama Canal
treaties.
"You will get things that are not
necessarily measured in dollars and
cents, but will have much more
impact than dollars and cents in the
real inventory of the assets of the
United States," Alejandro Orfila
said.
Speaking in a television interview
broadcast Sunday, he said, "What
you will gain, in my opinion, is
stature."
The secretary general said he
believes future Panamanian
governments will honor the treaties.
If they do not, he said, the OAS can
censure them but do little more.

Engineer
Winners
Chosen

OMELETTE
SHOPPE

ORFILA LAUDS PACT
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (UPI)
The secretary general of the

Open Until4:00p~•••s
e Omelette Shoppe is now
taying open until 4:00p.m.
o help celebrate, between 2:00-4:00p.m.
F,;,:uL.l. omelettes are 20<Y0 off, this week only.

--

GARDNER'S TRIP HOME
ROME
(UPI)
U.S.
Ambassador Richard N. Gardner
flew to Washington Sunday for
what embassy officials said would
be routine consultations on the
Italian political situation.
Embassy sources said Gardner
would be in Washington about a
week for talks at the White Hosue,
the State Department and with
leaders of the Senate.
Gardner last visited Washington
in January. During his stay the
State Department issued a
statement calling on the Christian
Democrats to resist Communist
Party demands for more say in
governing Italy.
Four days· after the Jan. 12
statement,
the Communists
brought down Premier Giulio
Andreotti's minority Christian
democratic government.
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DINITZ'S ADVICE
ST. LOUIS (UP!) -The Israel
ambassador to the United States
says President Carter should not
lump the sale of American fighter
planes to Israel with the sale of jets
to Saudi Arabia and Egypt.
"Israel poses no threat to those
countries," Ambassador Simcha
Dinitz said.
He added that it is unfair to
"Equate the threat that Israel faces
to the nonexistent threats that
Saudi Arabia and Egypt face."
Dinitz spoke with reporters
before attending a dinner opening
the 1978 Jewish Federation Three UNM students took -Israel Emergency Fund campaign.
honors in their entries at the
College of Engineering open house
last week.
Albuquerque engineers named EVERS RAPS HENRY
Jack
D'Ambrosio in
civil
JACKSON, Miss. (UP!) engineering for ''Engineering Fayette MayQr Charles Evers said
Archery," John Duyer in electrical Sunday Mississippi NAACP
engineering for "Hi-Fi Speaker President
Aaron
Henry
Resonance Study" and Chris overstepped and should resign for
'Wehling in mechanical engineering suggesting blacks consider voting
for
"Model
Rocketry for Sen. James 0. Eastland.
Photography," as first place
Evers said Henry, who is cowinners in their departments.
chairman of the state Democratic
D'Ambrosio's exhib1t also won Party, should not have written a
the college sweepstakes award as letter to local NAACP leaders
the best overall entry.
asking them to give another chance
to the veteran Democratic senator,
a long-time foe of civil rights
legislation.
"I was appalled at the fact Aaron
would ask anyone above the age of
20 to go support Eastland," Evers
said in a telephone interview from
Fayette.
Henry, a Clarksdale druggist,
said he has no intentions of
resigning.

Now

CQttet

Debl KQrllnsky QS "ChQrlottQ" holds "ffilstress
Quickly" In "The Cherry OrchQrd."
The troubndour Qt Golden.

Chekhov on Stnge
By WENDY BISSELL
"You can either laugh or cry
and Chekov prefers to laugh," said
a cast member of UNM' s
production of Anton Chekhov's
play The Cherry Orchard opening
this week. Cast members have come
to know Chekhov well since work
began on the play in September.
The production will be presented
by the junior, senior and graduate
students in the theatre arts
department and is the result of
months of study of Russian history,
politics, art and religion around the
turn of the. century.
"The servant does not touch the
mistress," says director Lou Criss
during an evening rehearsal. Criss
paces up and down the stage, pop
can in one hand and yellow pad in
the other as he discusses with the
players the nuances of the people
they are creating. Attention is paid
to the actions, emotions and
attitudes of the characters of which
Chekhov writes.
''The Cherry Orchard" is a
period play as well as a play about
people. Often presented as a
drama, UNM's production will
stress the comic side of Chekhov.
He writes with insight and a warm
humor of the endearing foolishness
in human beings. Kerry Calkins,
who plays the part of Gayev, says
that Chekhov sees the silliness of
people. "All the people are fools
and no one wants to play the fool,"
he says.

The technical part of the show is
just as concerned with precise
detail. Authentic replicas of
furniture from the 1900s have been
built in the same way furniture was
built in that era. The hardwood
pieces, including chairs, tables and
bookcases, have been put together
with joints and pegs, said technical
director Dale Ettema. Chair legs
and spindles were turned on a lathe
and upholstery completed the
process.

By LAURENCE MCQUILLAN
WASHINGTON (UPI) Vladimir Horowitz, one of the
world's leading pianists, gave one
of his rare performances Sunday
before President Carter, who
declareq him "a true national
treasure:"
Horowitz, 74, chose selections
from Chopin, Schumann and
Rachmaninoff for his concert in the
east room. About !50 persons were
invited to mark the 50th
anniversary of his first U.S.
concert.
Carter told the audience the
pianist was a favorite of his, going
back to his days a> a midshipman at
the U.S. Naval Academy.
"He is someone I described to his
wife ... as a true national treasure,"
Carter said.
After the performance, the
President told Horowitz "there
have been a lot of people" who
have come to the White House but
"never has there been a greater
man, not a greater per f ormance .."
The conert was taped and earned
later Sunday evening by the Public
Broadcasting Service - only the
second time Horowitz has allowed a
performance to be telecast.

Hologtaphy Show
The ASA Gallery, located in the bottom floor of the Student Union
Building, is hosting an exhibition of holography produced at Multiplex
in San Francisco. The exhibition will run until MRrch 24. The Gallery
·will be closed during spring break March 13-17. One of the principals of
Multiplex, Rufus Friedman, will speak on the holographic process and
the direction of this new art on March 8, 8:15p.m., in Room 2018 of
the Fine Arts Center.
Holography is a process by which images are reproduced in their
three-dimensionality on holographic film with the aid of laser beams,
allowing a picture of light to project right out of its background and
suspend itself in space. The medium was· invented in1947 as a means of
recording visual information for scientific study. For several decades,
the concept of holography was solely utilitarian, with practical
application in the geologic industry, data storage and retrival,
advertising and motion pictures.
Artists recently began to see its possibilities as an art form,
particularly as a means by which to modulate the con~ept of time and
time and space. Salvadore Dali, Bruce Nauman, LUis Remesar and
many other artists have begun working with the medium. Dali s~id of
his holographic experience, "The door has been opened for me 111to a
new house of creation." Critical response has ranged from
"extraordinary, tremendous potential" to "the house may be new but
the cupboards are rather bare."
.
It is true that the art is in its infancy, and some of the holograms 111
the ASA Gallery exhibit display a roughness and artificiality which can
be ass~ciated with a new medium. Yet precisely because of its newness,
it is possible to witness here the toddling steps of a visual medium which
may indicate the treshold of an optical renaissance.
However one may view it, the exhibition will be an exciting one, and
one which is sure to "message your mind."
The ASA Gallery is open II :00-4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday.
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Third Ftida.y

The Performing Arts Collective's
February 17th "Third Friday"
performance will include three
The efforts of cast and crew, short pieces that focus on women,
which has spanned a period of at and selections from its original
least six months, will be presented production of Gertrude Stein's
March 3, 4, 9, 10 and II at 8 p.m. "Shutters Shut and Shutters Open
in Rodey Theatre. Matinees will be and Shutters Shut" which will
performed March 5 and 11 at 2:30 premiere in Santa Fe in ApriL
p.m ..
Curtain at 8 p.m., at PAC's
Admission will be $3 for the studio complex at 7216 Fourth NW.
general public and $1.50 for UNM Admission is $1 per person at the
students and senior citizens.
door. Refreshments will be served

13.50
lobo
men's
s h 0 p iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiii

Change of Venue
The UNM Symphonic Band
concert originally scheduled for the
night of Feb. 27, at 8:15, in Rodey
Theater, has been moved to
Popejoy Hall on the same night.
The concert will feature a medley of
the hits of Glenn Miller as well as
works by Franck, Wagner, and
Cod ina.

•

LIBERAL ARTS MAJORS
The Navy has job openings in: Systems
Management,· Communications,. Business
Management, Navigation, Personnel Administration and other select fields. Starting
salary $12,000 plus free medical and dental. Sign
up for a no obligation personal interview at the
Placement Center for March 1·2. The NAVY: An
Equal Opportunity Employer.
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P:n-ou.to
Everything from a
Mobylobo to a
Double Jumbo. A
sandwich to match
every appetite.
LQokforour
daily Specials.

l)ei
Sol
Authentic
New Mexican
Cuisine.
Try the combination
plate or our
Daily Special
I
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Nektar's magic Pption
Magic Is A Child
Nektar
Polydor PD-l-61l5
By GEORGE GESNER
With Magic Is A Child this
transplanted English group from
Germany delivers their most
complete album to date.
·
As music fills the air, Nektar
starts the.ir mystical musical

Band of the Rising Sun

p.,

Tenjukin
Far East Family Band
A (I Ears FE) 1479
By GEORGE GESNER
The sun isn't the only thing
rising in Japan as can be witnessed
by a very-popular Far East Family
Band, billed as one of the most
popular progressive rock groups in
that country. It has been said that
they have drawn crowds of IOO,OOO
at their outd.oor concerts.

INKOS
ODAK
FILm SALE

The star of the band is Fumio
Miyashta who covers on vocals,
synthesizers, mellotron; flute and 1
guitars. Also filling in as producer,
Miyashta with the band come up
with a towering piece in the title
track. It's a heavenly shower of
electronics designed to produce a
cosmic effect on all ears, "Timeless
Phase" takes one back to the dark
side of the moon in a soaring and
penetrating piece.
"Negare" opens up the second
side sounding very much like. a
fellow Japanese band called
Chronicle on the lyrical l:lelivery. ·
"From Far East" is another
interesting piece that features a
light and ethereal texture as if there
was no such thing as gravity.
"Ascension" is a fitting finale to
this musical adventure. It's a happy
and fulfilling piece brightened by
sighs and laughing. Tenjukin is an
inspiring and enlightening album.
A-minus.

10% Discount

journey ·with ''Away From
Asgard," a rock myth in the true
sense of the words. Some people
call their style of music art rock and
in a sense their music does create
beautiful imagery and the structure·
of the music is quite free-form, but
the term "often leads one to believe
that the music is not accessible and
hard to comprehend, which isn't
true in Nektar' s case.
The prettiest and most melodic
tune on the album is the title track
and features Taff Freeman on
harpsichord and drummer Ron
Howden and bassist Mo Moore on
vocals. Such lyrical lines as ''All my .·
senses were in bloom" and "I only
had to dream to create the scene"
are an indication of \Jle· bright and
illusive quality of the song.
An ironical twist on the album is
apparent in a few numbers that are
similar to Bill Nelson and Be Bop
Deluxe featuring Dave Nelson on
guitar. Not only do the names add
to the irony, but Nektar seems as if
they perfected that style.
The second side of the album
shows us the harder side of Nektar.
From "Train to Nowhere" to
"Spread Your Wings," Nelson
becomes more evident as the
primary energy· source. With all
four members capable of excellent
vocals and thought-provoking
music, Nektar should be well on
their way to becoming more
established in the states.

By BILL ROBERTSON
However good the music could
have been Saurday night at he
Golden Inn, the sad fact was the
J.J. Calc's performance was lost to
the great majority of people there.
Some observers estimated the
crowd present at roughly twice the
(;apacity of the hall. Regardless of
the exact attendance figures, very
Ji ttle that Cale offered reachecj
more than a fourth of the enormous
crowd.

Tomita Stars in Kosmos

2312 Central S.E.
Next to Dairy Queen

.

OLYMPIC
SPDITS
'"*

::;)

~

on· campus

Grand Opening!
•

Monday, February 27
10% discount
with this ad *
Come see our new location
on the main floor of the
SUB just east of Tio Vivo.
Cross-country ski package:
$110.00
(skis, boots, bindings, poles)

*Offer good through Friday, March 3,1978

"Kosmos"
Isao Tomita
RCA ARL 1-2316
By JANE QUESNEL
This is the fifth album (or should
I say sound painting?) created by
electronic wizard !sao Tomita.
Unlike his previous albums
containing only established classical
repertoire, "Kosmos" incorporates
a little more of Tomita's creative
ability and I find it amazing that
the co~plex webs of sound heard
throughout this album could be
single-handedly produced.
The main title from Star Wars
opens the album with an enchanting
difference (listen carefully!),
followed by more sounds of ships in
space in "Space Fantasy,"
compiled from the film music for
2001: A Space Odyssey.

Honegger's "Pacific 231 " is an
exciting cut. Only the originality of
Honegger's orchestration at the
time the piece was composed can
rival Tomita's powerful depiction
of a steam locomotive slowly
building speed.
"The Unanaswered Question"
by Charles Ives finishes the first
side, and "Aranjuez" opens the
flip side of the album. Here again is
the marvel of Tomita at work. He

ENGINEERS
Positions in design, construction & maintenance of housing complexes, roads, airfields, water front facilities and utilities. Related experience is helpful but not
required. We are willing to train the promising individual with a B.S. in civil, electrical
or mechanical engineering. Position will adequately train an individual for application towards his P.E. Full company benefits with competitive salary. Sign up for
a personal interview with your Placement Office. Our representative will be on campus March 1-2. Th~ NAVY: An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Lobos Win WAC Road Finale

Inn Crowded for Cale

Best cuts are "Magic Is A
Child," "Listen," "On the Run,"
"Midnite Lite" and "Spread Your
Wings.~' A.

z

(1)

Remain In First Place With 11-1 Mark

LOBO photo by Dan Gibson

Across From UNm

r.:~
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has based this one the second
movement of the '1 Concierto de
Aljal}jue~;· by, Rodrigo, and· the
result is the most haunting number
on the disc, creating the sound and
"feel" of a ship lifting off and
soaring into deep space.
Tomita now has us "hear"
Solvejg singing her song from
Grieg's "Peer Gynt," and again the
captured feel of time and space is
there. A delightful version of
"Hora S~accato" follows. .
The fmal cut opens w1th the
sound of ocean waves crashing
against the shore in "The Sea
Named 'Solaris'." Adapted from
two pieces by Johann Sebastian
Bach, this band seems to answer all
"unanswered questions." The
album closes by bringing us quietly
down and back to earth from our
journey, and we realize a feeling of
sadness that it is over.
Without a doubt it is an
outstanding album.

Hniku Contest
The Haiku Society of America
announces its I978 contest for the
best. haiku written in English.
Winner of the contest will receive
the Society's annual Harold G.
Henderson Award of $100 in prize
money. Additional prizes may be
awarded at the discretion of the
judges.
The contest is open to anyone
interested in writing haiku in
English. The entry fee of$1 permits
each contestant to submit up to
three haiku poems. In hand
deadline is June I 0, 197 8 and
winners will be notified by August
I, 1978. Winning poems will be
published in the August 1978 issue
of Frogpond, the society's official
publication.
This year's contest will be judged
by Marlene Wills, author of The
Old Tin Roof, and Gary Hotham,
author of The Fern's Underside.
Rules and details concerning entries
can be obtained by sending a
request with self-addressed stamped
envelope to Haiku Society of
America, Inc., P .0. Box 69,
Stratford, CT. 06497 before May I,
1978.

At times it appeared he would
generate snatches of enthuslam
with "After Midnight'' or "Crazy
Mama," but, for the most part, the
story of Saturday night was too
little for too many." Even late in
the show, after large numbers of
people had departed, there still
existed this large rift between the
presence of fhe band .and the vast
audience. Golden, the ghost town
would seem to be just the place for
a troubadour like Cale, but the
crowd at the Golden Inn was better
suited for tag team wrestling.
Amng the multitudes, more than
a few expressed their dissatisfaction
vocally. One fellow, more coherent
than most others, said he'd seen
·Calc' in a Denver nightclub several
weeks ago. "I paid three dollars to
get in, got a good scat with a view
of the stage and had a great time,"
he said. ln Golden, the price was
$6.50 ($7 .50 at the door), and the
throngs were well-divided between
the sitters and the standers, very
few of either enjoying a good view.
It was widely assumed that
tickets were sold out for Saturday's
performance, yet I talked with a
couple from, of all places,
Saskatchewan, Canada, who
arrived that night from Taos with
eight others. All 10, the girl told
me, were allowed to buy $6.50
tickets at the door. "We had the
right connections," she said.
·Despite
this
seemingly
outrageous situation, the audience
remained
remarkably
calm
throughout. In fact, Cale, perhaps
realizing he was limited to mostly
uptempo numbers like "Call Me
the Breeze'' and "Cocaine,"
probably wished he could have
evoked a stronger response.
Beginning his second set after an
hour break, he exhorted the crowd
to "get up and dance." A few souls
were willing, but standing space
was sorely lacking with much Jess
room to twirl.
Not all parties were disappointed
Saturday night. Conditions onthe
floor directly in front of the stage
appeared cozy, if a bit cramped. All
those present who enjoyed close
personal contact were undoubted
swimming in bliss.
Cale's band featured a talented
female guitar player who, in
addition to playing a nasty slide,
was also adept at singing the blues.
J .J. himself was in fine form,
appearing sufficiently disinterested
while strumming his funky $50
guitar. All told, the band sounded
quite capable with the rhythm and
blues, but they were up against stiff
competition from the beer-drinking
hordes.
Sadly, any fine musicianship was
lost to the great bulk of listeners at
the Inn. ll was a classic
confrontation bctwccrt good
performance and good business.

By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor
Last season's final Western
Athletic
Conference . road
basketball game for the UNM
Lobos had no significance in the
league crown race.
This season, the final road game
for the Lobos of coach Norm
Ellenberger meant everything in the
world to UNM.
When
the
Lobos
left
Albuquerque on Wednesday for the
state of Utah, the least the Lobos
could come away with was a split
against Utah and Brigham Young.
What the Lobos wanted, though,
was a sweep.
A sweep would have given the
Lobos the outright WAC crown for
1978.
Even if the Lobos came away
with a split, they would have their
last two WAC games of the year in
the Pit.
·Saturday night in Provo, Utah,
the Lobos accomplished leaving the
state of Utah with a split after
losing to Utah Thursday night and

downing the Cougars of Frank seven straight points to take a 15-14
Arnold 71-66.
lead. Guard Russell Saunders
The win for the Lobos upped pumped in two baskets to lift UNM
UNM's WAC mark to 11-1, one to a three point lead at 18-15.
half game ahead of second place
The Lobos steadily built their
Utah whose record stands at 11-2. lead and at one point in the first
the Cougs' mark fell to 6-7 in half had an eight-point lead at 34conference play.
26, 36-28, and 38-30. Seconds
New Mexico· has Colorado State before the half-time buzzer
and Wyoming left on its schedule at
home while the Utes have BYU left
on their schedule at home also.
Saturday night in Provo, the
young Cougars came out and
scored the first basket but Lobo
center Jimmy Allen, ,tarting
instead of Wil Smiley, knotted the
score at two on a layup.
Keith Rice, who scored BYU's
first six points, came back to hit a
jumper to put the Cougs' on top at
4-2.
The Lobos then took a four point
lead at 10-6 on two consecutive
buckets by reserve forward Willie
Howard. Arnold called a timeout
Marvin Johnson paced
then Marvin Johnson hit two
UNM
with 25 points.
charity shots to put UNM up by six.
against BYU.
The Cou~?;ars then reeled off

Concerts
~ THE
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Fern Cagers Blast F_oes
By EDWARD JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer
It took the seniors of UNM's
women's basketball team two
nights this weekend to say goodbye
to the Pit.
But while they were doing so, a
pair of rreshmen grabbed the
spotlight as UNM whipped Arizona
State 74-54 Friday night, and
bounced Northern Arizona 79-64.
It was Lisa Wedekind and her 17
points and 13 rebounds which was
the key Friday night, while Taryn
Bachis, complete with 27 points and
eight rebounds, was Saturday
night's spark.
And for Patty Howell, Bobbie
Ogborn and Dee Dow, UNM's
seniors, it was goodbye as UNM
now packs its bags and heads down
south for its final two conference
games at New Mexico State and
Texas El Paso.
"I played for four years in high
school." Howell s:~icl. "and for

another four years here. It's not
like in the men's game, where you
can keep on playing. For me, this is
it.''
~
The wet-eyed Howell said of her
final Pit performance (seven
points), "I felt like I had to play
good, but I didn't. I was thinking
too much about scoring.''
With the exception of the seniors
and Bachis, UNM failed to get
inspired while playing Northern
Arizona, a team with only two
conference wins.
It was not until midway through
the second half that UNM began to
romp upon Northern Arizona, as
they built up a 61-50 lead.
Lobo coach Kathy Marpe said,
"We were so flat. Mentally we were
not prepared. We thought we were
going to walk away with this thing
and we sure didn't."
Howell said, "Everybody was
relaxed."

had outscored the Lobos 9-0 to cut
the UNM lead to four at 56-52.
Johnson broke the Lobo flat spell
on a corner jump shot to put UNM
up by six again at 58-52.
The Lobos then went into a four 00
~
corner offense and slowed the
tempo of the game.
During the Lobo flat spell,
Howard fouled out of the game as .
did Rice ofBYU.
The Lobos didn't let the flat spell
gel them down and went on to win
their 22nd game of the year.
Johnson led the UNM win with
25 points, followed by Phil Abney
and Allen with nine apiece.
For the Cougars, Rice pumped in
15, freshman Danny Ainge had 13
and center Alan Taylor had II.

sounded, Cougar freshman Kevin
Nielsin hit a jump shot to cut the
Lobo lead to 38-32 at intermission.
After twenty minutes of play, the
Lobos were led by Johnson with 10
points and Howard and Allen with
six apiece. For the Cougars, Rice
had 11 and Scott Runia had eight.
A technical foul on Arnold aided
the Lobos in the first half to build
up their first eight-point lead.
At the start of the second half,
the Cougars scored the first basket
then Johnson came back for UNM
to keep the Lobo margin at six.
The Lobos then opened up a 10point lead at 50-40. The 'Pack then
extended their lead to ! 3 at 56-43
before Arnold called a timeout.
Two timeouts later, the Cougars

WEIR
BAND

The night before, again not until
midway through the second half,
UNM could not afford to relax
until Wedekind layed the ball up
three times in less than two minutes
to take a 58-41 lead over the
sundevils.
Fischer, who was one of the
Lobos bitten by the flu bug, said
after the Arizona State game, "I'm
more tired from coughing than
from playing."
Bachis, after her displaying her
talent against Northern Arizona,
said of her performance, "I don't
know what happend." ·
One thing that happened was that
Patty Howell, the quick defender,
Dee Dow, the fans' favorite and
Bobbi Ogborn, the bruiser, all said
goodbye to the Pit.

Special Gue.11
IJO t rorrn;

~•n

OF THE GRATEFUL DEAD
Albuquerque Civic Auditorium
March 20, 8:00P.M.
Tickets $5.00 General Admission

Tickets now on sale at the following Ticket master computerized

oHices:
THE GENERAL STORE. Ill A Harvard SEand 8117 Menaul NE, L.P. GOOD BUY
Eubank and Candelaria and 3701 Central NE. H. COOK SPORTING GOODS,
WinrockCenler. UNM STUDENT UNION AND POPEJOY IIALL.
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LOBO photo by Phyllis !VI. Kushner

Lisa Wedekind (25) goes for two.
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-~ In Season Opener Against Brigl)am Young
,.:

ILobo Nlne Sweeps DoubleHeader
c5
~

By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor

0

pitcher John Berislovich paced the
Lobo nine to a 6-0 rout of the
Cougars.
In the second half of the double
hitter, the Cougars pelted the Lobo
pitcing staff for nine runs on six
hits but came out one· run short as
UNM again won 10-9.
"I was -not surprised we swept
this double header," Cappelli said,
"We got the big hit when we needed
them."
And big hits the Lobo got.
Sophomore first baseman Walt
Arnold smashed a home run, a
double, and a single agajnst the
Cougs'.
But it was the bright afternoon
sun which caused the Cougar
downfall.
Brigham
Young
infielders lost several infield hits

....l

21
'@

Friday afternoon at the
Cl
o·
Albuquerque
Sports Stadium, a
()
bright Southwest sun was in the sky
and also in the eyes of the Brigham
Young baseball team.

~
~

z
0
'""

~
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A bright sun plus heavy shadows
cast over the Sports Stadium
spelled doom for the BYU Cougars
· Friday as the UNM baseball team
swept a double header from last
year's Northern Division Western
At~letic Conference champ.
In the opening game of the
season opener for the Lobos of
coach Vine Cappelli, freshman

Classlfleds

into the sun sending Lobo men to
the bases.
In the first game, the Lobos got
their six runs on four hits and
committed only one error. The
Cougars had six hits, no runs and
committed two errors.
In the second game, the Lobos
got their tO runs on I 0 hits and
committed only two errors. The
visitors got their nine runs on six
hits and committed five costly
errors.
The first game was only seven
innings long and the second game
was called after five because of
darkness.
The wins put the Lobos at 2-0 on
the season and dwpped the
Cougars to 1-4.
,J
Next weekend, the Lobos travel

Classified Advertising is located in
Niarron Hall, Am. 105. Open 8:30a.m.
to 4:30p.m., Monday through Friday.,
Rates are: to run an ad 4 days or less
costs 15c word" per day; an ad·placed
5 days or more consecutively costs·9c
:a w.ord'J)er day.
NOON is the deadline to.place an ad
in next day

a

1.

CONTACTS11? POLISHINO &
Casey Optical Company. 255-8736

.
I

ATTENTION
PREMED STUDENTS:
Full Medical School scholarships available tuition, fees, plus $400 per month. Sign up for an
interview at the Placement Center for March 1-2 or
call 766-2335. The NAVY: An Equal Opportunity_
Employer

headers on Friday and Saturday.
The Rebel baseball team handed the
Cougars their two losses and gave
up the lone BYU win.
In 1979, the Rebels will join the
WAC and UNM-UNLV games will
count on theW AC record.
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Lobo pitcher Bruce Barber readies to crank out a pit-eh.

•

March 5,6, 7,&8
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Six

SOLUTIONS,
tfn

PERRY'S PIZZA (across from UNM). WE
DhLI VER. Call 043~9750, Try our fresh salad and
02/27
slice specials for lunch.
THE POSH aAGEL is forming a co·ed slow~pitch
softball team. People interested in joining inquire ar
The Posh Bagel on Central, ask for Ed.
02/28
6 ONE-ACT PLAYS are readying themselves for
your emotions to feast upon, Come and immerse
yourself in the comedy and tragedy of being human-·
see "Acts of Passion" Mar. 5-8 in UNM's
Experimental Theater.
03/01
ACCURATE
INFORMATION
ABOUT
contraception, sterilization, abortion. Right to
Choose, 294-0171,
04/28
ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL lOc, American
cigarettes 48c, imported cigarettes from 20 nations-~;;ustom blended pipe tobacco's~~cigars and Honcyrose
herbal cigarettes. Wait! There's more--Pipe &
Tobacco Rd. has jewelry bo.xcs--rainbows,
paraphernalla--celestial seasonings teas and Jay·away
plan, Pipe & Tobacco Road, 1078 Cornell SE, \-1
block Ul-lM. M-F8:30·6, Sot, 10-5.
03/03
DELl VER LUNCH, Carano's Pizza will deliver
sandlYiches, pizza, salads to your desk at lunch time.
Coll268-2300.
03/09
DORMS, IF' YOU'RE HUNGRY at night give
Cararro's Pizza a call for delivery of its famous pizza,
OJ/09
sandwiches, and salads. 268-2300,
"STAR WARS", HCLOSE ENCOUNTERS",
"SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER", "COMA"~w
discoum movie tickets available ::;oon. Watch for

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i to Las Vegas, Nev. for two double

ll

PERSONALS

EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE

r-··
~-,-,'·,

SUBMIT NOWI TOMORROW is the deadline for
submiuing art or literature to Conceptions·
Southwest, Marron Hall, Room 105, 277-5656. 02/27
Rrrrring! "l080,.., No, Woodward and Bernstein
aren't in, can I take a message?" Call the l0110
ncwstip hotline, 277-5656.
OJ/03
GUITAR LESSONS. FIRST lesson free. Flat~plcking
or classical. Experienced tead1cr, Private lessons.
Call Marc at L & M Music Studio. 247-8158. 03/03
IS NUCLEAR POWER a viable energy alternative?
Hear and join with 4 of the experts In a special debate
presentc.!.l by the ASUNM Speakers Committee,
Monday F'cb. 27, 8 pm in the South Sub Ballroom,
Admio;sion free.
02127

. '

.. -

1

'·

(downstairs in the Fine Arts Complex)
tickets-$1.50 or $I.OO(groups of ten or more)
atFine
Box

(JONN1\ IJ()O(ill· l'ONITlo'l Ned'\ lm\ The l'l:mctt.
.111r dnu~tn~ u1_m12 <~m.
02 2J

2.

A

surprising variety of delicatessen,
15
12 £11_,
European and green salads
oi1-J,~
top our unique, healthy
'9 A. menu.
1"1 ·v~ Continental breakfa
"'' ~ ~ quick coffee break'
~:
~ take-outs and
~ ~ sandwiches are
....... -; new features.
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298-0646.
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CONCEPTIONS

REWARD: MEN'S CHOKER lost SaUJrday nile,
February IS, Popejoy Hall, Ca\1 Jerry at 8814432.

OU2B
FOUND: CHEMISTRY NOTES class436. Pick up at

LOBO photo by Wendell Torry Hunt

3.

Lobo Ruggers Win Two
ByRAYGLASS
LOBO Sports Writer

"The B-side was just great,
fantastic. It was a case of"the new
players wanting to win more than
The UNM Rugby Club Saturday the other team."
won two games as the A-side
Despite being in better shape
defeated the University of than Wyoming, the A-side hurt
Wyoming 15-8 and the B-side themselves with bad passing
pulled out a last minute 6-0 victory throughout the match. Wyoming
over a group of UNM, Wyoming, controlled the early stages of the
Santa Fe and Albuquerque players.
first of two minute halves, kicking
UNM's better physical shape and the ball well and capitalizing on
desire to win the matches were keys errant UNM passes.
to the victories, said UNM coach
Wyoming scored fist in the
Harvey Alexander.
match, with a try early in the first
"Well, we won," he said. "We half. They led 4-0 after missing the
were spotty. The A-side looked kick after the try.
rough at times but the times we
After both teams missed penalty
scored they looked beautiful. We kicks, D~vid Woodley tied the
were just better off (physically) game for UNM minutes before
than they were.
halftime. His scoring run was set up

The Lobos Win The WAC
Follow Them To Tempe.

Charter Bus
G·ame Ticket

~-

UNffi's outlet for yout creatlv~ concepts

Pipc&Tobacco Road, 1078 Cornell SE.
03/01
l-IND YOURSE!LF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277·5907.
ss
SUBSTANTIAL REWARD FOR Japanese Netsuke
doll on black cord. Lost 2116178. Call Francine, 277·
2631 orin5antaFe,983·7737.
03/03

Lobo John Konitzer kicks the ball free at second base.

lf,lf,lf ..••.••
-Southwest

LOST"&"FOUND

Lunch

Submission Deadline

March 11

Tues. Feb. 28

Sports Tours

Bring your art, prose, photogtaphy, and poetry to:
ffiarron Hall, 105, 277-5656
It's your magazine!

Phone Reservations Accepted

8

247-0126
~~)~~~00~~00000~

SERVICES

l.SAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
C'all PENM 84~·5200.
tfn
EXPERTTVPINO. 266-4567.
02/28
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS: Segovia method.
Begittners welcome. 266·9291.
"
02/28
QA IYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial syslcm. Technical, general, legal, medical,
schola~tic. Charts: & tables. 345·2125.
04/29
KINKO'S tYPING SERVICE (IDM seleclric} and
now 3-minutc Pas~port Photos. No appointment.
268·8515.
tfn
EDJTOtUAL SERVlCE AND writing assistance.
265-1164.
03/06

by Mike Lucero, who moved the
bali deep into New Mexico territory
on a run aided by several good
passes to the outside,
UNM controlled play in the
second half as the Wyoming players
began to tire.
"We were in shape more than
they were then," said team captain
Hank Crumpton, "We got to the
ball quicker on loose play,
established controlled position and
got the hall out to out backs."
A try by Richard Brown and a
field
goal
by
Crumpton,
sandwiched around Wyoming's
second iry, gave UNM an 11-8 lead
midway through the second half.
Charlie Hamilton's try shortly
before the game ended iced the
victory and finished the scoring.
Alexander was not pleased with
his team's passing. "We were
waiting too long to pass and then
we passed the ball to a man who
was flat-footed and not in
motion." he said.
Crumpton was disanpointerl over
his kicking, having missed four of
five attempts. "I've got to get my
foot on straight," he said.
Carl Haskins scored the only try
in the B-sidegamelate in the second
half. Playing together in an
organized game for the first time,
the B-side provided two of the
afternoon's exciting plays, two long
runs by Preston Hall.
UNM's next games will be on
Saturday, March 4, when they host
Santa Fe on the field east of
Johnson Gymnasium at 2:30p.m.

PUT PYRAMID POWER to work for you with a
Pyramid Power Hl\t, No one knows why pyramid
powccworks, but it does, Improve learning ability,
lerurn to relax and energize yourself.
Instruction/suggestions included. Send 99c plus two
l3c stamps or $1.25 plus name and address label or
something similar, to CV, Box 4ll71, Chicago 60641,
02/28
GUITAR LESSONS OFFBRED by guitar major.
Designed to your interest. Sr, Ojeda, 277~2324, 243634),
03/08

EXPERIENCED TYPIST, 821-7905,
03/01
VOLVO REPAIR. REASONABLE, Guaranteed.
Also AKC registered female collie pup, $75.00. Mike,
247-9083.
03/02
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM . Selectric.
Reasonable rates. Guaranteed accuracy. 298·7147.
03/02
7
N;;;E;;;E;;;D~H;-;E;;;L;-,P;;-;W=IT:;-H;-;;P:;A-;;P;;;E;;-RS;;;1:-:;:T:cyp:-;ln:cg-,-:-editing,
revision, research. 281~3001.
03/03
DRESSMAKING. ALTERATIONS. MEN'S
clothes. Reasonable. 262·0868,
03/03

4.

HOUSING

ONE BLOCK UNM, deluxe one bedroom furnished
apartment, Twin or double beds, $185. Varsity
House, 141 Columbia SE.
03/10
FOR RENT LARGE one bedroom furnished
apartment near UNM. $185.00 utilities paid. Phone
898-1254 or 266-1997 for appointment to see. 02/27
FEMALE ROOMMATE SHARE 2/bdrm apt. 842·
0046.
03/01
4 ROOM APT, air conditioned, $90/month. 243~
1810.
03/01
EFFICIENCY $125.00. ONE block from U!>lM,
utilities, furnished. 255-1676.
03/01
FEMALE WANTED TO SHARE 3-bdrm home.
Around March 1st. Non-smoker! 260-0183 after 5
pm.
03103
WHAT IS A COLLEOE INN? We do the cooking
and cleaning, you do the studying. 303 Ash NB, 243·
2881.
02/27
WALK TO UNM. Clean 1-bdrm, large yard. $120,
utilities paid, Ca11262~1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
03/03
l.AROE 3·11DRM HOUSE. Kfds, pets welcome.
$210, no lease, Cal1262-1751, Valtey Rentals, $30 fcc.
03103
(jARAGE PLUS COZY 2-bdrm, securely fenced,
yard, kids. pels, SIOO i11,dudes ulilitics. Call262-175 I •
Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
03/03

5.

FOR-SALE.

WATERBED: HEATER, LINER, headboard with
shelves, Frame is large and sturdy on five leg!'.. 2S~ ...
35llleave message. nest offer.
03/02
~·IAMIYA C330 TLR camera with 80mm f2.8 lens
and grin handle. Al~o Braun strobe. 242·7145 or277·
6204. Ask for John.
02127
SMALL MINI SIZE 110 volt dryer. Ideal for student.
569.95. C'all after 5:00pm, 294·3B95.
02/27
1976 FlAT 131. S-specd, low mileage, excellent
condition, many extras. Call DarrY 877-7881, 03/09
COLOR TV FOR lOBO games. IS". Used. $130.
C'all242·3885.
03/02
t97! LES PAUL REISSUE. Carved 80id·top, soap.
bar pickups, $375 or best offer~ Musl sell. 345-2988.
02121

ROSSIONOL METEOR SKIS !60's. Solomon
bindings, poles. San Marco boots, size 6, New, used
only twice. 292-1085.
02/27
69-AMC JAVELIN, to-mileage PS-PB-AC 343-V8,
strong engine, cherry. red. $1000. Phone; 247~9.169.
OU28
SINGER FUTURA 'TOP of the line. Slightly used but
still under warranty. Push button bobbin-winder, has
computerized buttonholing, Does IOO's of fancy
stitches. Regular $800, now $150 cash. 294-8755,
02/28
AKC REOISTERED MALAMUTE puppies. Moles
and females, 266-7142,
02/28
HOMELITE CHAIN SAW. Unclaimed freight,
automatic oiling, brand new, with case, new factory
02128
warranty. Assume payments. 2684394.
SINOER SEWINO MACHINE. Left in lay-away,
not claimed, equipped to buttonhole, zig-zag. Older
model. Pay $16 "nd take machine. 268-4394.
02/28
RED KIRBY VACUUM Cleaner, Wit~ attnchment6.
New warranty. Commercial motor, $S monthly or
$69 cash. 266-5871.
02/28
UNCLAIMED LAY-AWAY. Sanaui revceiver, 4·
way speakers, cassette recorder, turntable. New
factory warranties. Take over small monthly
payments, 268-4393.
02/28
10 YEAR GUARANTEE. Unclaimed lay·away.
Color television, Brand new guarantee. No down
payment. Small monthly payments till balance is paid
02/28
off. 266·5871
NO DOWN PAYMENT, One only, Tappan
MicrowaveTouchmatic, browning clement, memory,
adjustable shelves. Fore more information call 268·
4394.
·~j'
02/28
1965 VW SQUAREBACK, $650. Rebuilt engine. 266·
6030.
02/2B
1977 DATSUN KING CAB. Excellent condition,
9000 miles. For more information, call 294·7006 or
266-5051. Ask for Jim Cox.
02/27

6.

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED COCKTAIL WAITRESS, nights. AppJy
in person Uncle Nasty's after 8 pm. 4418 Central SE.
02/27
WORK IN THE Peace Corps, 277-5907,
02/28
PART~ TIME JOB: Sales, Oexible hours, good pay.
Possible full-time for summer. Call; Phil f'ranczyk,
C,L.U., 8B3-5360.
03/14
OVERSEAS JOBS-·Summer/year~round. Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia, etc, All fields, $500·$lioo
monthly, expenses paid, sight seeing. Free
informatipn. Write: BHP Co., Box 4490, Dept, NB,
Berkeley, Ca. 94704.
03/10
WORK IN JAPAN! Teach English conversation.No
experience, degree, or Japanese required. Send long,

UNffi
Rodeo Club
meeting

stamped,

self~adtlressed

envelope for details. Japan-

! 58, 411 W, Center, Centralia, W~. 98531.
03/01
HELP WANTED PART-TIMB now, Saturday'.$ a
lllUS\,

Ful!-time employment during summer, junior

or senior majoring In business or related field, Must
be bi-lingual, self-motivated and personable. Prefer
life-long New Mexican. Contact Harry Garcia,
Harry's Honda Cars, 266-5856 for appointment.
02/28
BABYSITTER WANTED FOR TWO children.
Arternoons, must have car. 8814123, 6-9 pm. 02/27
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS AND Undersraduate
Advisors: Residence Hall Staff applic<lnts being
sought, Earn room, board, monthly stipend.
Graduate students also receive tuition waiver. Apply;
Associate Dean of Students Office, La PoSada Hall,
Deadline: March 3, 1978. 02128
PART~ TIME JOB GRADUATE students only,
Afternoons and evenings, Must be

Friday and S~turday nighlli, Must be 21 yrs. old,
Apply in person, no phone calls please. Save· Way
Liquor Stores at S704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul NE,
03/10

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

UNM ARTISTS! YOU have the chance to make
Conceptions-Southwest more than a literary
magazine, You have a very special chance, don't lose
it. Bring your art work to Conceptions-Southwest,
Marron l:iall Room 105, 277~5656. Deadline Tuesday
Feb, 28 ·
02/28
HAVE A 3,0 in 12 hours of History? Join the Phi
Alpha Theta (History Honorary Society). MANY
BENEFITS. Phi Alpha Theta Office, Mesa Vista Hall
2076.
02/28
DO YOUR THING in the Peace Corps, 277~5907,

:ab:le:_::to:_:w:or~k-==============02=/=.28

-TO DAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS 50 Bog
51 Astound
1 Killed
52 Farm build5Toe
10 Most recent 55 ing
Sturdy
14 Garden tool
59
Finance
user
center:
2
15 Hole -· -·words
16 Jai ---17 Flirtatious 61 Dorsal
bones
stare
62
Pay up
18 N. Pac.
. brown alga: 63 Former U.S.
coin
2 words
64
of day
20 Toward the 65 Time
relaFrog's
sunset
tive
22 Less hasty 66 Brake parts
23 Sacrifice
67 Newspaper
24 Artist Vail
section
der ---25 Very recent
DOWN
28 Weapons
32 Gums:
1 Third, at the
Comb. form
track
33 Transferable 2 Theater
design
area
35 Trapping
3
Congers
device
4
Miserable
36 Dry goods
one
length
5 Calamity
38 Evaluated
6 Inactive
40 Chew per7 Prod
sistently
8 Bus. abbr.
41 Aida, for one 9 Vexes
43 Nightclub
10 Working
street
hard
45 Native:
11 "There
Comb. form
ought to be46 Join
~- ... J"
together
1 2 Flavoring
48 Brought
1.3 Stratum
about
1 9 Make holy

UNITED Feature Sydicate
Friday's Puzzle Solved:
IUTJI:-r1"TI71

44 Saint-·-47 Mountain
spurs
49 Relax
51 Inscribed
stone
52 Quick blow
53 N. Mex.tndian
54 Where Banff
is: Abbr.
55 Utah's state
flower
56 Fiber
source
57
Spanish
slon
rivers
37 Vibrated
39 Lays down 58 Military
vehicle
the law
42 Seed cover- 60 College
cheer
ings

21 Fares I product
24 Track star
25 The-·-··
the green
26 Run for a
preacher
27 Rationed
28 Regulus
29 Bowling
alley units
30 Undo
31 Made a
seam
34 Social dlvi-

mo.rch 1, 1978
7:00pm

·sus Room 231 E
New members
Welcome

Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under the heading
{circle one): I. Personals;
2. Lost & Fonnd;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance
Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday
:I
:I
Enclosed $ · - - - - }>laced by ------Telephone,_ _ _ _ __

l

--

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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Tuesday, February 28, 19711
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Activity Fee Asked
~

By D. M. FLYNN
LOBO News Editor

A law amending the ASUNM
constitution which would charge
part-time students an activities fee
is scheduled to be introduced the
ASUNM Senate Wednesday by
Sen. Rick Anaya, chairman of the
finance committee.

"Put my hand where • • "

·caption Winner
Gets Coupon

·.

After carefully reading more than 30 entries to last week's caption
contest, we have decided that the most humorous and original caption
was submitted by Paul Lucero. Lucero wins a valuable coupon from a
local restaurant. Lucero's caption was the man telling the canine,
"Put my hand where?"
.
.
" , .
Other captions, which deserve an honorable mention, mclude I II
never accept a blind date" by S. Shulte.
.
"
.
B.E. Moore came up with a news cut lme, Respondmg to the
alarming amount of dog feces here on campus, this ingenious pet
owner has persuaded his K-9 companion to drop his load at a safe
elevation and out from under foot."
Thanks also goes to David Willis w,hose entry said, "D<l;mn, right
•
on my research paper." ·

•

'

Part-time §:fUaaent

presents·

PRO
CRAIG FREDERICKSON
BRUCE WOOD
(Westinghouse Corp.
Engineers)

begin a ffino-c h

Anaya said the law would change
Article VI, Section 2 of the constitution. The proposal, which
would be subject to changes, will
read, "An ASUNM fee shall be
levied on each undergraduate
student carrying six or more hours
at the University." Presently, only
full-time students, those carrying 12
or more hours, pay the $14 activity
fee each semester.

After the law is introduced to the
Senate it will be sent to the steering
committee and, next week, will
return to the Senate for approval. If
approved, the law will be sent to the
Faculty Senate and the Board of
Regents.
The a:nencJt:Y'.,.ft• JSl...," -~-~-~- ........ ,-.~constitutional Jegisl:uion, would
have to be approved by the student

Anaya said that because only
full-time students can vote in an
ASUNM election, a special public
forum may be held to get input
from part-time students.
"It's going to be the- full-time
·students who decide whether the
part-time students are going to pay
or not," .he said. No definite time
has been set for the forum.
Under the proposal, part-time

students would be taxed on a
graduate basis. "We're thinking of
a graduated fee along the lines of$6
for six hours and $9 for nine
hours," he said.
Anaya estimated that ASUNM
stands to gain about $27,000 if the
measure is approved. Exact figures
on the number of part-time
students carrying six or nine hours
are not yet available.

Lobos Flounder
In Sports Polls
Losing their first Western Athletic Conference game of the year to the
Utah, the New Mexico Lobos dropped in both wire service college .
basketball polls realesed Monday afternoon.
The Lobos, ranked number five last week in both the Associated Press
sports writers' and sports casters' poll and the United Press International
coaches' poll, dropped to number eight in the nation in the AP poll and
dropped to number six in the UPI poll.
In the AP poll, the Lobos received 395 points. In the UPI poll, the
Lobos recived 156 points. In the AP poll, Notre Dame was ahead ofUNM
with 485 points and was ranked number seven. In the UPI poll, Kansas was
ahead of the Lobos with 176 points, ranking number five.
Kentucky topped both polls as the number one team in the nation. The
Wildcats received 1044 points in the AP poll. In the UPI poll, Kentucky
<Ollabbed 27 first place votes.
Last weeks' number one team, the Marquette Warriors, dropped to
number three and UCLA claimed number two in both polls. Ark.ansa5
--w~~-h~·tn,;Jrifve·tanirrng:-·--!-_-L_._~---=,.."'__o.:____
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The Utes of coach Jerry Pimm h1t the AP '!'op-20 ran e num
with 24 points. In the UP! poll, the Utes chmbed four notches from
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Instructors at UNM needing to get together to talk
about anything from "The Bard" to the b~ew,
teaching techniques, the Lobos, or even a marnage
gone bad, can go to The Faculty Club.
.
The club, located at 1805 Roma NE occup1es two
rooms on the bottom floor of a two-story adobe
building that also houses the Economic Opportunity
Office and the administration coffee shop .
Ted' Guinn, associate mathematics pro~essor and
president of the club's board of directors, sa1d the club
was the result of faculty members wanting a place to
meet, exhange views and to relax.
.
Most other universities throughout the nat1on have
clubs. Since many of the faculty members have con_~e
from other colleges, they were surprised that UNM d1d
not have one, he said.
.
.
.
Professor Guinn said that by 1968 the Umvers1ty
had a liquor license for the club at the present address,
but it took until 1967 before.the faculty had a permanent place to hang it.
Guinn said in academic year 1976-77, members ~rst
met in the administration coffee shop after closmg
time. Last semester they moved to the basement of
UNM administrators, faculty and staff are able to swallow their
their current building. •
day's cares away at the faculty club on campus • The club can seat
He said part of the problem in finding a place was
up to 75 persons and has an amply stocked bar.

that another group would have had to move out before
the faculty Club could move in.
That move came early this year when the faculty was
given two rooms formerly used by the purchasng
department. By Jan. 27 both rooms h~d been painted
furnished and the doors opened for busmess.
Guinn said the club, open to faculiy and staff from
4 to 6:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, is supported
by monthly dues of $3.60. The building is owned by
the University.
.
.
In the future, lunches will be served in the faculty
club from II :30 p.m. A kitchen is being built and
should be ready in the latter half of March, he said.
"I think it's marvelous, I wish they had it a long
time ago. You meet people you ordi~arily. wouldn't
meet " said Steve Rhodes, UNM graphic des1gner.
Je~s Price UNM Director of Public Information,
said "The f;culty needed it for a long time. It will be
valu'able when food service comes. UNM is so large
you don't get to see peo~ I c. "
,
Catarina Kicfe, assocmte math professor, wasn t as
positive. "I don't know if I like a place where s~ude~ts
aren't allowed." Guinn said he wanted the Umverslty
to know that the club was not the kind of place where
a faculty member comes just to drink.
"People in different departments get together and
have professional discussions. They talk about
commmon problems and solutions. Some research has
even come from this."

